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Highlights

The Secretary-General condemned in the strongest 
possible terms the suicide attack against a United Nations 
convoy in southern Afghanistan on 15 September. The 
attack, in Kandahar Province, killed two doctors working 
for WHO, as well as their driver, all of whom were Afghan 
nationals. The doctors, traveling in clearly marked United 
Nations vehicles, were carrying out a polio vaccination 
campaign. A number of bystanders were also injured in 
the attack, which came one day after another suicide 
bombing near Kabul that killed the Governor of Logar 
Province.

The United Nations has issued two humanitarian appeals 
in the MENACA region in the past month. The first Appeal 
was issued on 25 September, in consultation with the 
Government of Tajikistan and other humanitarian partners. 
The Humanitarian Food Security Appeal for US$34.7 
million aims to provide a temporary safety net for 800,000 
of the most vulnerable people across the country. Recent 
assessments indicate that a further 1.3 million people out 
of the total population of 6.7 million are at risk of food 
shortages as a combined result of reduced agricultural 
output and the global food crisis. The Appeal, which 
covers a 15-month period from October 2008 to December 
2009, offers short- and long-term relief by providing food 
and cash assistance, as well as rehabilitating critical 
infrastructure and supporting the agriculture sector 
through the next planting and harvest cycle.

The second Appeal, for US$20.2 million, was launched on 
1 October in conjunction with government partners and 
non-governmental organisations to help people affected 
by drought in Syria for a period of six months. Syria is 
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currently experiencing the worst drought for over four 
decades and the Government has estimated that up to one 
million people - predominantly herders and subsistence 
farmers -are at risk of losing their livelihoods and of 
increased malnutrition. For full details of both Appeals 
please visit www.humanitarianappeal.net

Kyrgyzstan

On 4 September, the Regional Disaster Response  x
Advisor in Almaty presented the findings of a needs 
analysis which will form the basis for a contingency 
plan for a likely food insecurity and winter energy 
crisis in Kyrgyzstan to the Government, donors, United 
Nations and NGOs. The contingency plan, which is 
expected to be completed at the beginning of October, 
will include response strategies for the Food, Health, 
Education and WASH sectors. 

Kazakhstan

A meeting was held with the Ministry of Emergencies  x
in Kazakhstan to discuss progress related to the 
establishment of the Regional Disaster Preparedness 
and Response Centre and to agree on follow-up 
actions. It was agreed to schedule a meeting of the 
working group towards the end of October.

Aid workers have suffered several attacks and humanitarian access is becoming increasingly 
challenging
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Afghanistan

On 16 September, the UN High Commissioner for  x
Human Rights, Navi Pillay, expressed serious 
concern as new figures released by her office 
showed a sharp increase in the number of civilians 
killed in Afghanistan in comparison to the previous 
year. The number of killings by the Taliban and other 
anti-government forces during the first eight months 
of 2008 was almost double that of the same period in 
2007, and the number of people killed by government 
and international military forces has also increased 
substantially. The Human Rights team attached to 
the UN Assistance Mission to Afghanistan (UNAMA) 
recorded a total of 1,445 civilian casualties in the 
first eight months of 2008, an increase of 39 per cent 
compared to the same period in 2007. August was 
a particularly deadly month, with 330 civilians killed, 
including up to 92 civilian deaths reported during an 
operation involving Afghan and international military 
forces in Shindand, in the west of the country, as 
well as the killing of four NGO workers, including 
three women, by the Taliban on 13 August in Logar 
province, south of the capital Kabul.

In the mean time, as reported by the Integrated Regional  x
Information Network (IRIN) on 4 September, the UN World 
Food Programme (WFP) and Government of Pakistan 
are finalising an agreement involving the loan of 50,000 
tonnes of wheat for pre-winter food aid operations 
in Afghanistan.  The wheat will be pre-positioned in 
vulnerable areas where access is difficult in winter, 
and help WFP to remedy immediate funding delays in 
emergency food aid for about five million Afghans hit by 
high food prices and drought.  

On 21 September, Taliban insurgents abducted more  x
than 140 laborers involved in the construction of a 
military base in Afghanistan’s western province of Farah. 
They were seized while traveling in three buses on a 
road in Bala Boluk district of Farah, and released later 
in the month.

During a news conference on 6 September, the head of  x
the UNHCR, Antonio Guterres, was quoted as calling for 
more Afghan refugees to return home, particularly from 
Iran. The next day, the Afghan Minister of Refugees and 
Returnees, Shir Mohammad Etibari, told IRIN that his 
government did not have the capacity or resources to 
facilitate basic services to encourage refugees to return. 
According to further IRIN reports this month, hundreds 
of Pashtun refugees who have returned from Pakistan 
to Afghanistan’s northeastern Takhar Province say their 
properties have been seized by local people and militias 
from other ethnic groups.

Iran

On 18 September, an Earthquake measuring 4.3 struck  x
Bandar Abbas in Hormozgan Province, causing at least 
five casualties in Bandar Abbas and 3 in Qeshm Island. 
Earlier in the month, two earthquakes hit Iran in close 
proximity to each other, causing slight damage. The 
first, measuring 5.2 on the Richter Scale, took place on 
3 September and caused minor damage to suburbs of 
Hadi-Shahr city in the North Western part of Iran. On 4 
September, an earthquake measuring 5 on the Richter 
Scale shook the vicinity of Iran-Iraq border in Ilam 
province, South Western Iran, with no reported casualties 
or damage to property. 

The first Seismograph Station in East Iran was activated  x
on 15 September in Tabass city. The Center should be 
able to provide the location and other details about 

A refugee family upon arrival from Pakistan to a transition center near Kabul, Afghanistan 
June 2008. There were estimated to be two million Afghan refugees in Pakistan. In the 
past six years, however, over 3.5 million refugees have returned. . | Photo: Manoocher 
Deghati/IRIN

On 11 September, the Government of Afghanistan and  x
the World Bank signed a US$8 million grant agreement 
to enhance wheat and other cereal production by 
supporting small scale irrigation at the community 
level. The Afghanistan Food Crisis Response Project 
focuses on medium-term investments needed to 
increase food security. The project will support the 
rehabilitation of around 500 small, traditional irrigation 
schemes critical to the recovery of the country’s 
agriculture. 
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25,859 people have arrived in Yemen after making the 
perilous voyage aboard smugglers’ boats. More than 
200 have died and at least 225 remain missing. 

The World Food Programme (WFP) is launching  x
an emergency operation to offset the high prices 
of food staples, which are hitting millions of food-
insecure Yemenis. The programme, with a budget of 
US$30 million, is set to begin in October in eight out 
of Yemen’s 21 Governorates and continue for one 
year, after which time WFP will assess the situation 
and determine the need for continued assistance. 
The objective of the project is to mitigate the impact 
of high food prices and reduce acute malnutrition. It 
will address the needs of about 700,000 people, with 
the focus on children between the ages of two and five 
and pregnant women – the categories of people that 
are most affected by the food price hikes. WFP is also 
discussing with the Government of Yemen how best to 
distribute the 500,000 metric tonnes of wheat donated 
by the United Arab Emirates.

earthquakes across the country within five minutes, 
as opposed to the twenty minutes that it previously 
took to register the information. The new seismograph 
used in this Station is able to monitor 70 percent of the 
earthquakes within the country and to communicate 
earthquakes scaling more than 5 Richter around the 
world. 

A meeting for the preparation of the executive by-law of  x
the Bill ratified by the Iranian Parliament (Majlis) on the 
creation of the “Disaster Management Organization” 
(which has now replaced the National Disaster Task 
Forces) has been held at the Ministry of Interior. Iran’s 
Minister of Interior told the Provincial Disaster Managers 
to approve the criteria and standards required to 
optimize the structure, composition and distribution of 
manpower in the structure of the Organization. He also 
emphasized that the executive by-law should include 
measures on preparedness, mitigation and recovery.

Yemen

On 17 September, the American Embassy in Sana’a  x
was attacked by a suicide car bomb explosion, which 
was followed by heavy shooting between the assailants 
and the Embassy’s security guards. The car hit a front 
gate at the Embassy and exploded at the location to 
create access for another vehicle that was following 
the first car. Six security personnel were killed and 
three injured during the fire exchange that continued 
for 10-15 minutes. Six attackers and four civilians were 
also killed after the first explosion. An organization 
named ‘Islamic Jihad in Yemen’ has reportedly claimed 
responsibility for the attack. 

The UN High Commission for Refugees (UNHCR) x
reported on 10 September that at least 26 people 
lost their lives and several others are missing after 
smugglers transporting them across the Gulf of Aden 
from the Horn of Africa forced them overboard off the 
coast of Yemen. On 9 September, after a boat carrying 
about 120 people stopped offshore in deep water 
and passengers were forced overboard at gunpoint, 
74 survivors made it to the beach and were taken to 
UNHCR’s reception centre at Ahwar. The latest tragedy 
coincides with an upsurge in people smuggling across 
the Gulf of Aden from Somalia. So far this year, at least 

Smoke shrouds the US embassy in Sana’a after the bombing, the second attack in a month. | 
Photo: AFP/GETTY IMAGES
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(IFRC), at least 98 people had been confirmed dead at 
that period. In addition, as many as 72 persons were 
injured.

In the mean time, the government has taken steps to move 
the inhabitants of the affected area to safer locations. 
In this regard, it undertook to accelerate the provision 
of water, electricity and other necessary infrastructure 
to blocks of new apartments, which it had built for this 
purpose. In addition, a full review of housing settlements 
built through the country without construction permits 
was announced by the Prime Minister, as well as the 
creation of a Commission to study the area and identify 
houses most at risk to further landslides. 

The Egyptian Red Crescent (ERC) recently began to  x
implement the Humanitarian Pandemic Preparedness 
Initiative (H2P). The project, which is supported by USAID 
through the International Federation of Red Cross and 
Red Crescent Societies (IFRC), aims to help communities 
mitigate the impact of a pandemic.  More specifically, H2P 
aims to strengthen pandemic response in households 
and communities in the areas of health, food security 
and livelihoods, focusing on using “non-pharmaceutical 
interventions” that have health information at their core, 
through training and communications. Field work began. 
in July. In the past two months, 127 specially trained 
volunteers carried out an extensive “vulnerability and 
capacity” survey to create a picture of a population more 
than half a million strong in two of Egypt’s governorates. 
Survey results were discussed in a workshop with 
selected partners on 24-25 September 2008. For more 
information, please visit www.ifrc.org

Lebanon

An agreement was signed on 8 September between  x
Sunni and Alawite leaders in Tripoli (northern Lebanon), 
which is hoped to allow for the return of up to 6,000 
families displaced by the recent fighting.

Regional News

The Central Asian Regional Workshop on “Reducing 
vulnerability of school children to earthquakes” was 
held in Tashkent, Uzbekistan on 17-18 September 2008. 
Experts and authorities related to school infrastructure 

Egypt

Dozens of people were killed or injured after rockslides  x
crushed a shantytown in the eastern Duwayqa area 
of Cairo on 6 September 2008. Approximately eight 
boulders – each estimated to weigh about 70 tonnes – 
fell from the cliffs overlooking the district, destroying the 
homes of up to 150 families and burying hundreds of 
other people in the impoverished and densely populated 
Manshiyet Nasr neighborhood. 

Due to the complexity of the disaster and the difficulty 
for heavy machinery and equipment to access the 
site, Civil Defense rescuers had no tools to move the 
rubble, though they used sniffer-dogs in order to find 
victims. They were supplemented by army units and 
contractors bringing heavy machinery capable of lifting 
the rocks. The Egyptian Red Crescent (ERC) mobilized 
its intervention teams and volunteers, assisting with the 
transport of injured to hospital and erecting a temporary 
camp (50 tents). US$ 221,153 was allocated from the 
International Federation’s Disaster Relief Emergency 
Fund on 10 September 2008 to support the ERC in 
delivering assistance to some 500 families (3,000 
beneficiaries). 

The Government announced the end of the rescue 
operations in Duweiqa on 16 September, ten days after 
the disaster. According to a report by the International 
Federation of Red Cross and Red Crescent Societies 

Residents search amongst the rubble after a rockslide in a Cairo shanty town on September 6, 
2008. Dozens were killed and hundreds are feared trapped after the massive rockslide hit the 
area. | Photo: Nasser Nuri/Reuters
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A REGIONAL MAP SHOWS COUNTRIES COvERED BY ROMENACA

construction and maintenance, nongovernmental 
organisations on disaster safety, environment and 
education and representatives from international 
organisations including the UN, RedCross, NGOs and 
donor agencies participated.

According to a report issued by the Asian Development 
Bank (ADB) in September, economic growth in Central 
Asia is decelerating. The Asian Development Outlook 
2008 Update demonstrated the growth in the region in 
2008 is expected to moderate to 7.6% from 11.6% in 
2007.  Inflation exceeded 32% in Kyrgyzstan and 20% 
in Kazakhstan and Tajikistan - the main drivers were 
the vast increases in staple food and fuel costs. For the 
full report, please see http://www.adb.org/Documents/
Books/ADO/2008/update/
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Useful Links
www.reliefweb.org
www.humaniatarianappeal.net
www.ochaopt.org
www.ochairaq.org
www.irinnews.org
http://cerf.un.org 
www.unhcr.org
www.wfp.org

Forthcoming Events

5-6 October: SPHERE minimum standards workshop, 
Tehran, Iran
6-9 October: Disaster Management Training for NGOs, 
Erbil, Iraq
12-14 October: Community-based Disaster Risk Reduction 
workshop, Tehran, Iran
13-15 October: OCHA Tools Familiarization Workshop, 
Oman
14-15 October: “Arab World Policy for Post-2012 Climate 
Negotiations” workshop, Beirut, Lebanon
19-20 October: Contingency Planning/Cluster Awareness 
Workshop, Yemen
20-22 October: World Security Forum, Abu Dhabi, UAE
21-22 October: United Nations University Conference on 
Climate Change, Amman, Jordan
21-24 October: TBC: ISDR/World Bank Regional Disaster 
Risk Reduction Conference, Yemen
23-26 October: Public Health in Complex Emergencies 
Course, American University in Beirut, Lebanon
24-26 October: International Ministerial Conference on 
Avian and Pandemic Influenza, Sharm El-Sheikh, Egypt
26-28 October: National Security Summit, UAE
27-30 October: Meeting of the Humanitarian Forum, Yemen

For more information, please contact:
Nadia Evans, OCHA Dubai, 00971 50 2279808, 
evans2@un.org


